WLC Student Learning Expectations
A WLC Student is academically knowledgeable and demonstrates the following:
4- Distinguished

3- Proficient

2- Progressing

Student does...
Express opinions, ideas and
facts in an outstanding
manner in all formats

An Effective
Communicator

Present developed and
clear ideas using
evidence and/or details
Interpret information
with unique insights
based upon sufficient
evidence
Deliver high quality
information based upon
a wide range of reliable
sources
Cite/ credit all sources
accurately

Express opinions, ideas,
and facts clearly and
effectively through a
variety of formats (oral,
written, visual, digital),
considering the audience
Present developed and
clear ideas using evidence
and/or detail

1- Emerging
Student...

Sometimes lacks clarity
when expressing
opinions, ideas, and
facts.
Communicates
effectively in some
formats

Expresses opinions, ideas,
and fact with limited clarity
Has difficulty
communicating in most
formats
Rarely presents developed
and clear ideas using
evidence and/or detail

Interpret information
logically, based upon
sufficient evidence

Presents somewhat
developed and clear
ideas using a limited
amount of evidence
and/or detail

Obtain and deliver
information based upon a
variety of resources

Information may be
interpreted with limited
detail

Obtain information based
upon little or no supporting
evidence

Cite/credit sources of
information accurately.

Obtain and deliver
information based upon
limited resources

Rarely cites sources

Information may be
interpreted with little or no
evidence

Cites/credit few sources
of information
Highly cooperative with a
high level of respect,
considering the perspectives of
others

A Strong
Collaborator

Listen attentively; share
resources freely and ideas
respectfully
Fulfill roles in a high quality
manner
Incorporate different points of
view to achieve a common
goal
Demonstrate great flexibility
and willingness to
compromise with a strong
focus on the common goal

Cooperate with peers and
adults respectfully

Cooperation with peers
and adults varies

Has difficulty cooperating
with peers and/or adults

Listen attentively; share
ideas and resources
respectfully

Sometimes listens and
shares ideas and
resources

Appears to rarely listen to
others;rarely shares ideas
and resources

Accept and fulfill roles

Is somewhat reluctant to
participate and fulfill
roles

Rarely participates or
performs assigned roles

Respect and consider
different/multiple points of
view, diverse cultures, and
global issues
Exercise flexibility and
willingness to compromise
in order to achieve a
common goal

Sometimes contributes
in a less than respectful
manner or not
considering the ideas or
feelings of others
Is somewhat flexible and
willing to compromise in
order to achieve a
common goal

Frequently contributes in
less than a respectful
manner or not considering
the ideas and feelings of
others
Is rarely flexible and willing
to compromise in order to
achieve a common goal

4- Distinguished

3- Proficient

2- Progressing

Student does...

A Creative
Problem
Solver

1- Emerging
Student...

Think, create, and solve
problems in highly innovative
ways

Solve problems,
sometimes in innovative
ways

Uses more typical ways
of thinking, creating, and
solving problems

Thoughts and solutions are
basic recall of previous
learning

Recognize social and cultural
differences to create new ideas
and increase both innovation
and quality of work

Demonstrates
creativity/unique
approaches

Considers a narrow
range of ideas,
strategies, and solutions

Considers few, if any, ideas,
strategies, or solutions

Frequently considers a
variety of ideas, strategies,
solutions, and contexts
(subject areas or
environment)

Incorporates limited
resources

Incorporate many different
resources

Inferencing and data
interpretation are limited

Consider a wide variety of
ideas, strategies, and solutions
Incorporate a wide range of
high quality sources
Apply highly effective and/or
cutting edge technology
Apply inferences and data
interpretations to solutions

Incorporates few, if any,
resources
Applies little technology

Attempts to apply
appropriate technology

Struggles with making
inferences and interpreting
data

Apply appropriate
technology
Make inferences and
interpret data

A
Self-Directed
Learner

Persevere to completion of
complex, challenging tasks

Persevere with complex,
challenging tasks

Demonstrate a highly positive
attitude

Demonstrate a “can do”
attitude

Take a high level of
responsibility and
self-motivation for own
learning, self-assessment, and
personal development

Take an active
role/initiative in learning
and personal development,
including goal setting and
self-assessment

Engage mentors and
stakeholders to gain support
for ideas or projects

Work independently

Demonstrate a high level of
curiosity and self-inquiry,
sometimes outside a
prescribed learning context
Model personal accountability
and high quality work habits

Seek out other, including
stakeholders, to learn from
or gain support

Shows limited
perseverance in
completing complex,
challenging tasks
Sometimes has a
positive attitude

Gives up easily when facing
complex and/or challenging
tasks
Infrequently demonstrates a
positive attitude

May rely on others for
initiating learning and
development

Takes a limited role in own
learning and personal
development; needs
external motivation

Works independently
some of the time

Resists or struggles with
independent work

Occasionally engages
others in own learning or
projects

Ideas or projects are
pursued with little or no
input from others

Relies on others to
initiate and prescribe
inquiry opportunities

resists efforts by others to
prescribe inquiry
opportunities

Initiate inquiry often
Take personal
accountability and
demonstrate effective
work habits (punctuality,
managing time, including
deadlines and work load)

4- Distinguished

3- Proficient

2- Progressing

Student does...
Act in a highly responsible
manner with respect for others
Demonstrate leadership as a
contributing member of the
larger community

A Responsible
Citizen

Initiate school activities that
demonstrate school and
community pride
Recognize ethical behavior in
others while demonstrating
integrity in their influence
Make decisions with the best
interest of others in mind
Respect cultural difference
and work effectively with
people from a range of social
and cultural backgrounds
Initiates, maintains, and
encourages activities that
service the community
Convey a greater appreciation
of the arts

Accept responsibility and
understand the impact of
personal actions
Demonstrate an awareness
of individual rights and
responsibilities as
contributing members of
the larger community
Exhibit school pride
through support of school
activities and involvement
in community life
Model ethical and lawful
behavior as responsible
and accountable citizens;
do what’s “right”
Make decisions
considering how others
think and feel
Demonstrate empathy
toward others
Demonstrate social
awareness and
interpersonal skills to
establish and maintain
positive relationships
Participate in service to the
community
Value the arts (performing
and visual) as forms of
human expression

1- Emerging
Student...

Exhibits limited
responsibility for the
impact personal actions
have on the community
Needs reinders about the
rights of others
Participates in limited
school activities
Acts in an appropriate
manner most of the time
to do what is right
Needs reminders to
consider how others
think and feel
Social awareness and
interpersonal skills need
development

Infrequently accepts
responsibility for personal
actions
Frequently trespasses on the
rights of others
Little to no participation in
the school community
Frequently speaks
negatively about our school
Disrespectful of school
property
Lacks consideration for
others
Lacks awareness of the
impact on others
Is not community-minded

Limited participation in
school and community
service
Is beginning to
understand that people
express themselves
through the arts

Limited interest in the arts

